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Question: 1

How should you configure the derived values that are relevant for a device? 
Configure the derived values on the Measuring Component for the measuring components to be defined on theA.
device.

Configure the derived values on the Measuring Component Type for the measuring components to be defined on theB.
device.

Configure the derived values on the DeviceType for the derived values to be defined on the device.C.

Configure the derived values on the Final Measurement Type for the measuring components to be defined on theD.
device.

Answer: D

Question: 2

Which four statements correctly describe what a Service Agreement Type controls? (Choose four.) 
It controls the LatePayment Charge Calculation Method. A.

It controls the Service Type to be billed. B.

It controls the valid Rates that can be applied to the service agreement type. C.

It controls debt age. D.

It controls where the bill is to be sent. E.

Answer: A,B,C,D

Question: 3

What determines an Account’s Balance? 
the sum of all the Financial Transactions linked directly to theservice agreements related to the account A.

the amount recorded in the “Balance Due” field on an account B.

the logic defined in a plug-in spot on the Installations Option C.

the sum of all the balances recorded in the “Balance Due” field on each serviceagreement related to the accountD.
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the sum of all the Financial Transactions linked directly to the account E.

Answer: E

Question: 4

On which three entities can proration bedisabled? (Choose three.) 
Calculation Rule Business Object A.

Bill Factor B.

Calculation Rule C.

Rate Version Calculation Group D.

Rate Schedule E.

Answer: A,D,E

Question: 5

Which business object performs critical validations whenever initial measurements are loaded? 
D1-IMDRetry A.

D1-GenericIMDMain B.

D1-IMDSeeder C.

D1-IMDPreVEE D.

D1-IMDPeriod E.

Answer: C

Question: 6

Within the application, operational devices can be assets or components.
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Which two statements are true about components? (Choose two.)

Components are attached to assets. A.

Components have a disposition that tracks their location and status.B.

Components can be installed at locations. C.

Components are not a class of assets. D.

Components can’t have specifications. E.

Answer: A,C

Question: 7

Your customer’s initial measurement data (IMD) has been imported and can be viewed through the Measuring
Component portal, but is not in the “Final” measurement status.
What can you assume that the IMD has passed?

Critical Validation A.

Multiplier Check Validation B.

Sum Check Validation C.

CriticalValidation, High/Low Check Validation, and Sum Check Validation D.

High/Low Check Validation E.

Answer: B

Question: 8

If a customer makes a payment for more than what is due for the account, which entity contains the logic for how this
overpayment should be handled? 

Tender Type A.

Installation Options B.

Customer Class C.

Pay SegmentType D.


